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claimed as their natural right, had extended his argument to
include mankind. The rights of Americans were the rights pf menu
If the Americans, once independent of Great Britain, shduld fail
to Justify his faith in them, he would be discredited not only as
an American statesman but also as a cosmopolitan philosopher.
What was more important, America and mankind would suffer
from any such failure. Franklin did not expect this, but he knew
from a lifetime of observation that successful self-government
depends on the constant work and vigilance of public-spirited
citizens. Old as he was, suffering from gout and stone so severely
that he could not ride in a carriage but had to be carried thkragh"
the streets in a sedan chair, he was willing to take up this final
labor in behalf of his country and the world.
For nearly sixty years he had devoted much of his time to
drawing men together and negotiating difficult agreements; his
little Junto of tradesmen in Philadelphia, the American t Philo-
sophical Society, the Albany Congress which had adopted his
Plan of Union in 1754; the Continental Congress, to which he had
•offered a first draft of Articles of Confederation and perpetual
Union; the Declaration of Independence* which he had helped
to draft and had signed; the treaties of alliance and friendship
with France and the treaty of peace and independence with
•Great Britain, in which he had been a principal negotiator. The
Federal Convention would be another chapter in his great career,
the same methods, the same aims. He had at first doubted that
his health would permit him to serve, when the Pennsylvania
legislature, on Robert Morris's nomination, had late in March
•unanimously chosen their venerable "statesman and philosopher"
to be a delegate. But now his perennial energy was stirring freshly
in him as it had always done when the times called him into
action. He had not, however, thought in detail about the defects
•of the- Confederation or drawn up any plan for amending or
changing it. He would wait to see what the younger men had in
mind, then give them the benefit of his older knowledge and
judgment
Washington was'more disturbed than Franklin about the state
of the Confederation, more convinced of the need of major
changes in its Structure, Franklin as a scientist might wait pa-
tiently for nattire to reveal its secrets, or as a diplomatist be
willing to rely on the gradual arts of persijasionj but Washington

